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Every litigant who approaches the footsteps of the judiciary has the right to a 
free and fair trial. This right not only includes a just result but one achieved 
through fair means and by an impartial arbiter of law (commonly referred to 
as a ‘ judge’). However, it is possible that doubts might arise against the pos-
sibility and potential of the judge being biased. Instead of engaging with these 
questions, the Indian courts have been defensive and have disregarded public 
confidence in the administration of justice. Moreover, the anomaly within the 
entire process of recusal is that the alleged judge reserves the final authority 
in deciding the matter of his disqualification. In the name of judicial account-
ability, the judges have adopted the ‘real danger’ test, which only allows the 
judges to recuse themselves on limited grounds. This paper attempts to cri-
tique the current position and highlights the need of importing the ‘reasonable 
suspicion’ test in our jurisprudence, which mandates judicial disqualification 
on the apprehension of bias. In the past, Indian courts have conveniently rea-
soned the adoption of the real danger test looking at the United States position 
and ignored the presence of the ‘reasonable suspicion’ test followed in other 
common law countries such as the United Kingdom, Canada, Australia and 
South Africa. However, with several changes in the jurisprudence surrounding 
the issue in these countries, we attempt to provide a comparative framework 
between the models posited by all the above countries. In light of the aforemen-
tioned developments, this paper argues for the evolution and the inculcation of 
the ‘reasonable suspicion’ doctrine.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is imperative that the perception of the judiciary being unbiased is 
maintained in order to preserve the rule of law.1 Public confidence in the judicial 
structure is based on the pillars of objectivity, impartiality and fairness.2 Every 
person approaching a court of law is provided with the constitutional guarantee 
that all these principles would be provided for and followed at all stages of their 
dispute resolution process. Despite the incessant delays and the huge expenditure 
associated with litigation, people still approach the court because there is still a 
semblance of justice at every step.3 This faith in the judicial process helps in pre-
serving the social fabric of the nation as people are willing to approach courts and 
subsequently obey judgments.4 Thus, every possible attempt must be taken which 
promotes the growth of transparency and accountability in the judiciary.

The administration of justice requires not only a fair adjudication 
of the dispute itself but also impartial adjudicators. It is presupposed that the ap-
pointed judges are unbiased and would fairly evaluate the dispute.5 They are ex-
pected to have certain indispensable characteristics such as independence and 
competence coupled with objectivity.6 The oath of the office rendered to them 
before their appointment imposes an obligation to efficiently discharge their duties 

1 Raymond J. McKoski, Judicial Discipline and the Appearance of Impropriety: What the Public 
Sees Is What the Judge Gets, Vol. 94, Minnesota Law Review, 1919 (2010).

2 Benjamin B. Strawn, Do Judicial Ethics Canons affect Perceptions of Judicial Impartiality?, Vol. 
88, Boston L. Rev., 799, 808 (2008).

3 Nancy Moore, Is the Appearance of Impropriety an Appropriate Standard for Disciplining Judges 
in the Twenty-First Century, Vol. 41(2), LoyoLa UniveRsity Lj, 285 (2010).

4 Cassandra Burke Robertson, Judicial Impartiality in a Partisan Era, Vol. 70, FLoRida L. Rev., 740 
(2018).

5 Withrow v. Larkin, 1975 SCC OnLine US SC 71 (per Chief Justice Roberts); Republican Party 
of Minnesota v. White, 2002 SCC OnLine US SC 74; Bridges v. State of California, 1941 SCC 
OnLine US SC 144.

6 N.L. Greene, How Great is America’s Tolerance for Judicial Bias - An Inquiry into the Supreme 
Court’s Decisions in Caperton and Citizens United, their Implications for Judicial Elections, and 
their Effect on the Rule of Law in the United States, Vol. 112(3), west viRginia L. Rev., 873 (2010).
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without being affected by fear or favor.7 A violation of these principles and ethics 
by any judge taints the entire judiciary and mocks the basic tenets of justice.8

Renowned legal and political philosopher, John Rawls, posits that 
for the creation of a civilised society, justice has to be equated with fairness.9 This 
arrangement can also apply to institutions in a liberal democratic society.10 He 
propagates that there is a need for the creation of an original position where a col-
laborative discussion can take place.11 Additionally, the actors participating in the 
above process have to be behind a ‘veil of ignorance’ to eliminate any bias.12 This 
veil had to be compulsorily placed to prevent the seepage of any arbitrary factors.13 
Rawls wanted the participants to be guided only by reason and not by factors 
such as ethnicity, race, gender that could affect the decision-making process. This 
theory, though conceptualised as a hypothetical situation, bears significance in 
ensuring that every person is similarly situated and justice is safeguarded.14 We 
understand that the holistic incorporation of Rawls’s theory in the jurisprudence 
surrounding judicial disqualification is a difficult endeavour in contemporary 
times. Judges give life to their ‘experiences’ through their judgments, and thus, 
a decision cannot be devoid of ‘traits’ or ‘characteristics’ which are inherent and 
intrinsic to an adjudicator. Through this paper, we do not hypothesise the creation 
of such an impossible objective standard which needs to be incorporated in our 
regime. Instead, we analyse the tests, standards, methods, mechanisms and ways 
through which these biases and innate prejudices are dealt with and handled by 
the judiciary.

Judges who adjudicate are presumed to have a transcendental veil in 
their minds that helps them to be objective and disregard arbitrary parameters.15 
However, there may be certain situations where it would be difficult for the judge 
to ignore elements of bias. In such a scenario, the judge should voluntarily disqual-
ify himself in order to instil public confidence in the administration of justice.16 
However, in several cases, the judges have prevented themselves from recus-
ing, citing their constitutional duty to sit and adjudicate a dispute.17 Since the 
power of recusal completely vests with judges themselves, a challenge to the 
7 Supreme Court Advocates-on-Record Assn. v. Union of India, (2016) 5 SCC 808, ¶18 (per Justice 

J.S. Khehar).
8 R.e. FLaMM, jUdiciaL disqUaLiFication: RecUsaL and disqUaLiFication oF jUdges, 150 (1996).
9 john RawLs, theoRy oF jUstice, 3–40 (2009).
10 Id., 21.
11 Id., 11.
12 Id.
13 Id.
14 Id. (Rawls had drawn a comparison between his theory of original position to Immanuel Kant’s 

theory on original agreement); See generally Immanuel Kant, the Metaphysics oF MoRaLs, 52 
(1797).

15 Iris Van Domselaar, The Perceptive Judge in jURispRUdence, 73 (2018).
16 P.D. Dinakaran (2) v. Judge’s Inquiry Committee, (2011) 8 SCC 474; Johnson v. Johnson, (2000) 

174 Aust LR 655; Dimes v. Proprietors of Grand Junction Canal, (1852) 10 ER 301.
17 Supreme Court Advocates-on-Record Assn. v. Union of India, (2016) 5 SCC 808; Kamini Jaiswal 

v. Union of India, (2018) 1 SCC 194; Subrata Roy Sahara v. Union of India, (2014) 8 SCC 470, ¶10.
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impartiality of a judge becomes an arduous task.18 In the case of Supreme Court 
Advocate-on-Record Assn. v. Union of India, in order to insulate the judiciary 
from these petitions, the Court adopted the ‘real danger’ test that permits recusal 
on extremely limited grounds.19 Thus, Rawls’s theory of equal justice and empha-
sis on securing a veil remains in theory and not in practice. In this paper, we argue 
for a shift in the tests and standards used by the court to gauge the bias of a judge. 
In order to admonish the appearance of impropriety and propagate judicial disci-
pline, we analyse the feasibility of incorporating the ‘reasonable suspicion’ model 
of recusal and further endeavour to bridge this gap and jurisprudential vacuum.

In Part II of the paper, we provide for the need to challenge the po-
tential partiality of a judge, given the immense importance of the appearance of 
justice and fairness. The above normative justifications hint at a substantial over-
haul of the current court structures, which is the need of the hour. To understand 
the Indian landscape, in Part III, we have reviewed the trajectory of the cases 
related to the recusal of judges depicting the shift from the ‘real likelihood’ test 
to the ‘real danger’ test. Moreover, a detailed analysis is provided with reference 
to the adoption of the ‘reasonable suspicion’ test in the Indian milieu, and the ad-
vantages of incorporating this standard are delved into deeply. Part IV provides a 
comparative analysis of the common law countries and institutions where similar 
recusal jurisprudence is present, and thus, we advocate for its adoption in India. 
These recommendations attempt to streamline the process of judicial disqualifica-
tion in India. This paper concludes on the note that the recognition of these tests 
and suggestions will be a step closer in providing the litigants with their right to a 
fair trial in Part V.

II. THE ‘INDISPENSABLE’ NEED TO CHALLENGE 
THE BIAS OF A JUDGE

Human tendencies of mistrust and suspicion are widespread in so-
ciety.20 The inherent nature of a person is to believe that every facet of justice is 
streaked with prejudice.21 This has led to a constant challenge in achieving fairness 
and equality. This struggle has permeated into the Indian justice system as well. 
Especially in the adjudication of rights, every individual hopes that courts will not 
provide a judgment which is unreasonable or stained with bias. Thus, when a chal-
lenge is made to an alleged bias of a judge, the same is done in good faith.22 The 
adversarial model of our judiciary hints at the judge being absolutely free from 

18 John P. Frank, Disqualification of Judges: In support of the Bayh Bill, Vol. 35, Law and 
conteMpoRaRy pRoBLeMs, 45 (1970).

19 Supreme Court Advocates-on-Record Assn. v. Union of India, (2016) 5 SCC 808.
20 Donald C. Nugent, Judicial Bias, Vol. 42(1), cLeveLand state Law Review, 2 (1994).
21 Id., 3.
22 Nancy J. King, Batson for the Bench? Regulating the Peremptory Challenge of Judges, Vol. 73(2), 

chicago- Kent Law Review, 510 (1998).
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any preconceived opinion or disposition.23 To remove this contention of fear in the 
process, the Constitution provides for, right to a fair trial,24 which has also been 
subsequently upheld by courts.25

This right allows petitioners to clear doubts one might have with re-
spect to the impartiality of a judge.26 It is possible that judges might be related by 
family or by financial interests to the litigant, which forms tangible grounds of 
recusal. Thus, it is imperative to provide a mechanism to challenge the partiality 
of judges based on the possibility of several kinds of biases which could be present. 
Additionally, every process must be criticised to not only secure justice, but even 
the appearance of impropriety must be castigated.27 However, this section implores 
the need to challenge the recusal of a judge not based on the biases that could be 
present but based on certain inherently faulty features of the justice system. These 
intrinsic characteristics encourage that the contention of recusal is sought in order 
to secure the right of a fair process in different steps of adjudication. From the step 
of the assignment of the case to the referral of the case to a larger bench, there 
persist several reasons to question and doubt the efficacy of the system. In the fol-
lowing parts, we examine the power provided to the ‘Master of the Roster’ coupled 
with the inherent design of the court. The elucidation of these features allows us to 
understand the need for judicial disqualification in the Indian framework.

A. MASTER OF THE ROSTER: THE POWER TO ASSIGN 
‘ARBITRARY’ CASES

Each case adjudicated by a judge is assigned to them through a ‘ros-
ter system’ by the Chief Justice of that particular Court who is the ‘Master of the 
Roster’.28 This power of assignment is not explicitly mentioned in the Constitution 
but has evolved through a combined reading of the Supreme Court Rules and un-
codified customary Constitutional Conventions, which now have been institution-
alised by the judiciary.29

23 Jessica K. Steinberg, Adversary Breakdown and Judicial Role Confusion In “Small Case” Civil 
Justice, BRighaM yoUng UniveRsity Law Review, 899 (2016); See Lawrence Friedman, cRiMe 
and pUnishMent in aMeRican histoRy, 20 (1993); Jim Wilets & Areto Imoukhuede, A Critique 
Of The Uniquely Adversarial Nature Of The U.S. Legal, Economic And Political System And Its 
Implications For Reinforcing Existing Power Hierarchies, Vol. 20(4), UniveRsity oF pennsyLvania 
joURnaL oF Law and sociaL change, 348 (2017); Monroe H. Freedman, Our Constitutionalized 
Adversary System, Vol. 57(1), chapMan Law Review, 57-58 (1998).

24 The Constitution of India, 1950, Art. 21.
25 Moti Lal Saraf v. State of J&K, (2006) 10 SCC 560.
26 Zahira Habibullah Sheikh v. State of Gujarat, (2006) 3 SCC 374.
27 Cynthia Gray, Avoiding the Appearance of Impropriety: With Great Power Comes Great 

Responsibility, Vol. 28(1), UniveRsity oF aRKansas at LittLe RocK Review, 64-65 (2005).
28 State of Rajasthan v. Prakash Chand, (1998) 1 SCC 1.
29 Anamika Kundu & Unnati Jhunjhunwala, Does the Chief Justice have Power to Allocate Cases?, 

Vol. 5(2), nLUj Law Review, 33 (2018) (‘Kundu’); A. V. Dicey, intRodUction to the stUdy oF the 
constitUtion, 14, 19 (1915).
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In order to understand the problems in the existing system, it is im-
perative that the historical development is considered. This position of handling 
the roster was earlier vested on to a clerk who handled the assignment of the cases 
of the Chancery Court.30 The person appointed as the ‘Master of the Rolls’ would 
be directly answerable to the King and acted as his Secretary.31 After the courts 
gained independence from the executive, this position soon faded away.32 However, 
India retained this post and vested it on to the Chief Justice of the Courts.33

The efficacy of this system has been questioned since it vests com-
plete power in the assignment of a case, affecting its subsequent outcome.34 
Moreover, it is even possible that the Chief Justice allocates certain cases to him-
self due to this unfettered and unrestricted power of allocation. In addition to this, 
the Chief Justice even has the power to constitute Division benches that adjudicate 
on substantial questions of law.35 Additionally, the power of constituting benches 
after a referral from judges is also contained in this customary position.36 This 
indicates the authority to appoint the same judge to hear and preside over a case 
which might have been referred to a larger bench due to the disagreement ex-
pressed by the same judge. This implies the presence of an ‘unguided, arbitrary 
and discretionary’ power which could easily be made into a ‘sword rather than 
a shield’ due to the absence of any safeguards. The collegial atmosphere of the 
courts also makes it easy for the Chief Justice to know about the inclinations and 
proclivities of a particular judge, and arguably, there could always be potential of 
misuse and usurpation of power.37

Certain precautions have been taken to circumscribe the possible 
power of abuse. In order to provide complete transparency, previous Chief Justices 
had started a system of randomised computer allotment of cases38 and even ear-
marked cases based on the field of law and subject matter to particular judges.39 
30 Lord Hansworth, Some Notes on the Office of the Master of Rolls, Vol. 5, caMBRidge Law joURnaL, 

313 (1935).
31 W. H. Stevenson & H. C. Maxwell Lyte, caLendaR oF the cLosed RoLLs pReseRved in the pUBLic 

RecoRds oFFice, 1287-1296 (2010).
32 Kundu, supra note 29, 32.
33 Id.
34 Ashit Srivastava & Shaileshwar Yadav, The Standards of Basic Structure: Questioning the Master 

of the Roster, the LeaFLet, February 9, 2021, available at https://www.theleaflet.in/the-standards-
of-basic-structure- questioning-the-master-of-the-roster/ (Last visited on June 4, 2021).

35 Shanti Bhushan v. Supreme Court of India, (2018) 8 SCC 396.
36 Id.
37 Gautam Bhatia, The Land Acquisition Bench and the Continuing Issues Surrounding the “Master 

of the Roster”, indconLawphiL, October 14, 2019, available at https://indconlawphil.wordpress.
com/2019/10/14/the- land-acquisition-bench-and-continuing-issues-around-the-master-of-the-
roster/ (Last visited on June 3, 2021).

38 Manoj Mitta, CJI MN Venkatachaliah Poised to Radically Alter the Judicial System, india today, 
July 23, 2013, available at https://www.indiatoday.in/magazine/indiascope/story/19931031-cji-
m.n.-venkatachaliah- poised-to-radically-alter-entire-judicial-system-811736-1993-10-31 (Last 
visited on June 5, 2021).

39 A. Vaidyanathan, After Rift, Chief Justice Dipak Misra makes Public Supreme Court 
Judges’ Roster, NDTV, February 1, 2018, available at https://www.ndtv.com/india-news/
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These methods were presumed to be devised in a manner such that the prized prin-
ciple of nemo judex in causa sua was not violated in any circumstance. However, 
despite these measures, there always remains a possibility of arbitrariness and bias 
seeping in when matters personal in nature come up for an assignment.

For instance, the press conference held by the four seniormost judges 
of the Supreme Court threw light on certain misgivings of the Chief Justice of 
India who had presided over certain personal matters.40 In the case of an allegation 
of sexual harassment against the Chief Justice of India, the Chief Justice himself 
had presided over the bench dealing with the issue,41 indicating the possibility of a 
scenario where the appearance of justice is compromised. Hence, there still exist 
gaps of potential impropriety which could be exercised, necessitating a framework 
to challenge the bias of a judge.

We acknowledge that in some instances, judges are allotted certain 
cases due to their expertise and hence, we do not intend to challenge the abolition 
of the roster system or any allotment based on such objective qualifications. Our 
aim is to question the very basic foundation of the ‘possible subjective’ allotment 
of the cases in the first place and merely highlight the tremendous power the Chief 
Justice plays in this process, which highlights the immediate attention required 
towards cases dealing with judicial recusal.

B. THE INSTITUTIONAL NATURE OF THE COURTS

This part explores the need to reform the referral mechanisms of the 
courts vis-à-vis the assignment of judges to specific benches, primarily consider-
ing the polyvocal nature of the courts.

The judiciary is considered a beacon of hope in the lives of the op-
pressed and the marginalised sections of society.42 It is seen as an institution that 
will enforce statutory rights and mete out justice. This perception and image of the 
Indian judiciary as a guardian is created by its structure and institutional make-
up.43 The judges are seen as a group of judicial specialists not having any political 

chief-justice-dipak-misra-makes-public- supreme-court-judges-roster-1807352 (Last visited on 
June 5, 2021).

40 PTI, Supreme Court Crisis: All not Okay, Democracy at Stake, say Four Senior Most Judges, 
the hindU BUsiness Line, January 18, 2018, available at https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/
news/supreme-court- crisis-all-not-okay-democracy-at-stake-say-four-seniormost-judges/arti-
cle10028921.ece (Last visited on January 10, 2020).

41 Justice Santosh Hegde, CJI Gogoi Hearing Own Sexual Harassment Case is ‘Legally, Morally 
Wrong’, news18, April 23, 2019, available at https://www.news18.com/news/india/cji-gogoi-
hearing-own-sexual-harassment-case-is-legally-morally-wrong-former-sc-judge-santosh-
hegde-2114127.html (Last visited on January 10, 2020).

42 A. Fischer, Higher Law making as a Political Resource in soveReignty and diveRsity, 186 (2008).
43 Nick Robinson, Structure Matters, Vol. 61(1), the aMeRican joURnaL oF coMpaRative Law, 191 

(2013).
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inclinations.44 Moreover, they depict a rest house for all the failures and misgiv-
ings of the other branches of the government.45 The large collection of judges and 
the traditional conventions provide that the courts be of an impersonal nature. 
However, at the same time, they have their dockets full of cases, retaining their 
populist nature and confidence.46 Hence, in order to secure public confidence in 
the judiciary, it is imperative that the structure of the courts and the role of judges 
therein is closely examined.

The Indian Supreme Court currently has thirty four judges discharg-
ing their judicial obligations. This is done by adjudicating through either constitu-
tional benches consisting of five or more judges or division benches comprising at 
least two judges.47 Unlike the United States Supreme Court and the South African 
Constitutional Court, the Indian Supreme Court primarily sits in panels of two or 
three judges.48 Every judge has a different approach towards the law resulting in 
stark differences between interpretations of the law amongst different benches.49 
For instance, two benches with a three judge strength, i.e. having the same coordi-
nate strength, had different interpretations in the cases of Pune Municipal Corpn. 
v. Harakchand Shastri50 and Indore Development Authority v. Shailendra.51 The 
former bench interpreted §24 of the Right to Fair Compensation and Transparency 
in Land Acquisition, Rehabilitation and Resettlement Act, 2013, to mean that if the 
land holder did not accept the compensation, it would be deemed to be paid once 
it is deposited in court and not when it is deposited in the treasury of the govern-
ment.52 However, the latter bench interpreted the same provision to indicate that if 
compensation had been refused, it would be deemed to have been paid when the 
collector tenders it.53 This is a resounding depiction of the polyvocal nature of the 
court, i.e. the Supreme Court as an institution sits together but speaks in different 
voices.

This structure was created and institutionalised to provide greater 
access to litigants across the country.54 Any person, irrespective of their socio-eco-

44 Id.
45 Id.
46 Id., 192.
47 Abhinav Chandrachud, An Empirical Study of the Supreme Court’s Composition, Vol. 46(1), 

econ. & poL. weeKLy, 71 (2011).
48 Gautam Bhatia, The Concept of ‘Bias’ in a Polyvocal Court, October 15, 2019, IndconLawphiL, 

available at https://indconlawphil.wordpress.com/2019/10/15/addendum-the-concept-of-bias-in-
a-polyvocal-court/ (Last visited on June 5, 2021).

49 Chintan Chandrachud, Interpretation in the oxFoRd handBooK oF the indian constitUtion 
(2016); See Suhrith Parthasarathy, United by a Common Purpose, the hindU, February 28, 
2018, available at https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/lead/united-by-a-common-purpose/arti-
cle22882621.ece (Last visited on June 6, 2021).

50 Pune Municipal Corpn. v. Harakchand Misirimal Shastri, (2014) 3 SCC 183.
51 Indore Development Authority v. Shailendra, (2018) 3 SCC 412.
52 Pune Municipal Corpn. v. Harakchand Misirimal Shastri, (2014) 3 SCC 183.
53 Indore Development Authority v. Shailendra, (2018) 3 SCC 412.
54 Robinson, supra note 43, 182.
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nomic background, unable to resolve a legal issue could appear before a court.55 
Creating this access to justice was unquestionably needed. However, the courts 
were not adept in disposing of cases in a timely manner, leading to a drastic in-
crease in the number of pending cases.56 In order to solve this, a greater number of 
judges were appointed and made to sit in panels of two to address a larger number 
of cases.57 Though this was a widely accepted move, there were several unseen 
disadvantages.

This structure had led to a greater inconsistency due to the subjective 
nature of interpretations by various judges. There were several conflicting deci-
sions of the court itself, leading to absolute incoherency and courts being burdened 
with a greater number of cases for adjudication.58 Additionally, lawyers started 
trying to list their matters before judges who were believed to provide a more 
favourable outcome, and likely to give an order in their favour, thus leading to se-
vere problems of ‘bench hunting’.59 Gautam Bhatia, a noted Constitutional scholar, 
showcases the possible presence of corruption, particularly in benches compris-
ing of two judges.60 This is due to the fact that a panel of two judges in most of 
the cases, consist of a senior judge and a puisne judge. Due to the inherent nature 
of such a relationship, especially in the Supreme Court, where seniority is given 
utmost importance, it is highlighted that senior judges exert considerable influ-
ence on puisne judges who rarely ‘assert’ themselves. Borrowing from this line of 
reasoning, we argue that favourable orders are more likely to be passed in smaller 
benches of two judges. Moreover, the issue of forum shopping has made it increas-
ingly difficult for researchers to measure the salience of the court’s judgments.61

A simple cost-benefit analysis would easily highlight that the dis-
advantages of having a polyvocal court are greater than the advantages. Though 
these enumerated issues persist, it is imperative that the impact of these varied 
structures is preserved since in the end, they conserve the overall character of the 
court as an institution. The importance of this has been noted in the following 
words by Nick Robinson,“If you are a lawyer or a litigant, the structure of the court 
will change how you approach it. If you are a member of the public, it will change 
how you perceive it. If you are a judge, it will change how you adjudicate in.”62

55 Id.
56 Nick Robinson, Expanding Judiciaries: India and the Rise of the Good Governance Court, Vol. 

8(1), washington UniveRsity gLoBaL stUdies Law Review, 3-5 (2009).
57 Law Commission of India, Reform of Judicial Administration, Report No. 14 (September 1958).
58 Richard A. Posner, the FedeRaL coURt: chaLLenges and ReFoRMs, 121 (1999) (A similar stance 

was taken by Posner who highlighted that due to the uncertainty in decision making due to the 
large size of the U.S. courts, the number of cases had severely increased).

59 Robinson, supra note 43, 185-188.
60 Gautam Bhatia, What is the Role of a Judge in a Polyvocal Court?, IndconLawphiL, April 1, 2017, 

available at https://indconlawphil.wordpress.com/2017/04/01/what-is-the-role-of-a-judge-in-a-
polyvocal-court/ (Last visited on June 5, 2021).

61 Chintan Chandrachud, Measuring Constitutional Case Salience, Vol. 6, joURnaL oF indian Law 
and society, 43 (2014).

62 Robinson, supra note 43, 208.
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Keeping in mind the importance of the structural integrity of a court, 
it is highly crucial to revisit the referral mechanisms of a court and examine the is-
sue of bias of a particular judge. A conflict between a panel of two judges can only 
be resolved when it is adjudicated by a larger number of judges rendering legiti-
macy to the interpretations and expectations of it being binding on smaller bench-
es.63 As a governing rule of law, a bench can only request the conflicting decisions 
to be put forth before the Chief Justice, who would subsequently constitute a bench 
with a larger number of judges.64 An apparent anomaly in this arrangement is that 
the Chief Justice might include the judges of the previous two benches.65 Thus, 
the question of bias and recusal automatically comes into consideration. The bias 
being considered here is neither familial nor pecuniary but intellectual in nature.

The recent recusal order of Justice Arun Mishra offers great insight 
into the much-needed developments in the system of referrals. In 2014, the Pune 
Municipal Corporation case was decided by a bench of three judges that inter-
preted §24 of the Land Acquisition Act of 2013.66 This judgment was then followed 
by several judges having a lower bench strength and various High Courts across 
the country. This interpretation was doubted by a two-judge bench, one of them 
being Justice Arun Mishra, who expressed his contradicting view with the earlier 
position of law but directed it to be referred to a larger bench.67 A three-judge 
bench was then constituted, comprising Justice Arun Mishra who held the Pune 
Municipal Corporation case, another case decided by a bench of three judges, to 
be per incuriam and overruled it despite a dissent by a fellow judge.68 This legal 
imbroglio drew the attention of a subsequent bench which requested it to be placed 
before a constitution bench of five or more judges.69 The recent order of the assign-
ment of the case discloses that it is headed by Justice Arun Mishra. Throughout 
this trajectory, one can soundly conclude that there persists an unwavering view of 
the judge with respect to the interpretation of the case.70 This issue of intellectual 
view and bias was sought to b e contended, and thus, the recusal of Justice Arun 
Mishra was requested.

The recusal judgment of Justice Mishra highlighted several other 
judgments in which a judge of the earlier bench had revisited the same case in a 
larger bench.71 Further, it also led to him expressing his view that his conscience 

63 Central Board of Dawoodi Bohra Community v. State of Maharashtra, (2005) 2 SCC 673.
64 Dr R. Prakash, Competence of Two-Judge Benches of the Supreme Court to Refer Cases to Larger 

Benches, Vol. 6. scc joUR., 75 (2004).
65 Bengal Immunity Co. Ltd. v. State of Bihar, AIR 1955 SC 661; Ujagar Prints v. Union of India, 

(1989) 3 SCC 488; Hyderabad Industries Ltd. v. Union of India, (1995) 5 SCC 338.
66 Pune Municipal Corpn. v. Harakchand Misirimal Shastri, (2014) 3 SCC 183.
67 Indore Development Authority v. Shailendra, (2018) 3 SCC 412.
68 Id., (dissent by Late Justice Shantanagoudar).
69 State of Haryana v. G.D. Goenka Tourism, (2018) 3 SCC 585 (per Justice Lokur).
70 Bhatia, supra note 37.
71 Indore Development Authority v. Shailendra, (2018) 3 SCC 412 (Recusal order by Justice Mishra), 

¶¶16-22; Ujjgar Prints v. Union of India, (1989) 3 SCC 488; Gian Devi Anand v. Jeevan Kumar, 
(1985) 2 SCC 683; Kesavananda Bharati v. Union Of India, (1973) 4 SCC 225.
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could not allow him to derelict his constitutional duty.72 However, the major argu-
ment that supported his stance was the fact that a judge could not be punished and 
asked to recuse considering his view and preconceived opinion on a case.73 Judges 
were appointed for the reason of their particular expertise in a particular field of 
law.74 Moreover, a judge could always, in the end, evolve and transform his view 
and order differently.

The above-mentioned views have to be opposed with the argument 
that there were only two scenarios in which the judges from earlier benches can 
sit on newly formed larger benches. First, either they were referred to a larger 
bench for reconsideration based on the examination of precedents or second, due 
to the need of the hour, they were referred for reconsideration. None of the cases 
highlighted the present scenario of conflicting decisions and judges being present 
on the larger benches.75

With reference to judges having preconceived biases on a case, we 
argue that the ‘intellectual bias’, which is not based on such grounded dispositions, 
can be a material ground of recusal. This rigidity is sought to be a reason for judi-
cial disqualification since the image, appearance and perception of justice will be 
hampered to a great extent. From the view of the litigants, their right to a fair trial 
will be infringed since the outcome of the case has already been pre-determined. 
This determination that a judge always renders judgments in favor of the govern-
ment or a judge often uses death penalty as a deterrent and hence, must be recused 
due to their views, is not based on facts or possibilities. It is understood that every 
judge comes to court with their individual open mind, however, affected by their 
background and their professional life.76 It is not contended that all opinions or the 
fact that there exists some predispositions which are expressed by a judge will be 
a ground for recusal. If such a regime exists, there will be no adjudicator who will 
be present to hear a case. Through this paper, we solely critique ‘staunch, rigid and 
fixated opinions’ which have been stated by particular judges. Thus, this strenu-
ous view is what is sought to be challenged. For instance, the prejudging of facts 
with specific reference to a party must be a ground of recusal as compared to the 
expression of preconceptions and observations about general questions of policy 
and law, which must not entail judicial disqualifications.77 These predispositions 
are not easily discernible and must be reasonably adduced from material sources 
such as prior judgments.
72 Indore Development Authority v. Shailendra, (2018) 3 SCC 412 (Recusal order by Justice Mishra) 

¶44.
73 Vanshaj Jain, A Case Against Judicial Recusal, the hindU, October 24, 2019, available at https://

www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/a-case-against-judicial-recusal/article29779738.ece (Last vis-
ited on January 5, 2020); J.P. Linhan, In Re, 138 F 2d 650.

74 Id.
75 Gautam Bhatia, The Supreme Court’s Recusal Order: Glaring Conceptual Flaws, IndconLawphiL, 

October 24, 2019, available at https://indconlawphil.wordpress.com/2019/10/24/the-supreme-
courts-recusal-order- glaring-conceptual-flaws/ (Last visited on June 5, 2021).

76 This is one of the reasons of having a silent reservation in the Supreme Court.
77 State of W. B. v. Shivananda Pathak, (1998) 5 SCC 513.
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With the extreme importance provided to the appearance of justice 
and due process,78 it is required that there must be an emphasis on the possibility 
of bias and not a mere probability. Gautam Bhatia explains this with the following 
analogy that “this situation is akin to Examiner A failing a student, Examiner B 
passing him, and the answer-script being sent back to Examiner A to “resolve” 
the conflict. Yes, Examiner A might be persuaded to change his mind. But that, it 
should be obvious, is hardly the point.”79

The proposition of including intellectual bias as a point of recusal is 
coherent with the polyvocal nature of the court.80 Keeping in mind how panels of 
two judges sit in the court, with mostly the senior judge expressing his interpreta-
tions and deciding the outcome of the case.81 It is imperative that different judges 
adjudicate a referral issue, aiming to unify all the multiple voices, and hence, prop-
agate institutional coherence. There have been multiple cases where the court, 
through the different panels of judges has disagreed with itself.82 If a case has to be 
conclusively decided, keeping in mind the faulty structure of the division of cases, 
it becomes an absolute necessity that an ‘internal appellate mechanism’ is created 
and decided by the other judges of the court.83

This suggestion of tackling intellectual biases primarily in referral 
matters aims in promoting a semblance of impartiality as it prevents a judge from 
adjudicating the correctness of his order in a subsequent judgment. The current 
referral framework clearly highlights the need to develop a mechanism to chal-
lenge bias, be it of any kind. The judicial system in India has been fashioned in 
such a manner that perpetrates bias, thus highlighting the need to develop a chan-
nel to challenge the impartiality of a judge. Hence, it is not always the personal 
misgivings but a defective system propagating a sense of impartiality which is 
sought to be removed. Thus, we suggest that the safest route that can be adopted is 
the elimination of judges who have previously provided their opinion on the same 
case. Moreover, a constitutional bench of the five seniormost judges, apart from 
the judge who has already been required to adjudicate on the matter previously, 
would be the best alternative set-up to deal with such issues.

A right to challenge the bias of a judge is thus justified and a sine 
qua non in a democratic setup. An obstruction to the fruitification of this right is 
antithetical to the constitutional spirit of fairness and equality.84 The judiciary and 
especially the judges have played an instrumental role in building the confidence 
of the common public in the administration of justice. Denying the people the 

78 Naresh Sridhar Mirajkar v. State of Maharashtra, AIR 1967 SC 1; Swapnil Tripathi v. Supreme 
Court of India, (2018) 10 SCC 639.

79 Bhatia, supra note 75.
80 Bhatia, supra note 60.
81 Id.
82 Id.
83 Bhatia, supra note 48.
84 Ranjit Thakur v. Union of India, (1987) 4 SCC 611.
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opportunity to exercise these rights in ‘good faith’ takes the judiciary a step back-
wards and severely infringes on the imperative right of a fair trial.85

From the above analysis, it can be concluded that by citing the ‘in-
dependence of the judiciary’, courts have been rather dismissive in entertaining 
recusal petition of litigants. We believe that such behaviour sets a dangerous prec-
edent. If a court cannot be the first place where justice appears to be achieved in a 
transparent and fair manner, it will largely affect the expectations of the public.86 
It is imperative for the judges to acknowledge that the recusal petitions are not al-
ways admitted to malign them and allege them to be personally interested. The in-
nate structures of the court instead purport a sense of injustice being perpetrated. 
While issues such as bench hunting and forum shopping are difficult to eliminate, 
for the judiciary to compromise on the constitutional right of a fair trial and be out-
right dismissive hampers the perception of governance. In the next part, we look at 
these developments closely by tracing several cases of recusal while noting the at-
titude of the respective court in every judgment. Though significant attempts have 
been made to address this issue, there still exists a need for an effective overhaul.

III. AN OVERVIEW OF THE PRESENT JUDICIAL 
ATTITUDE OF THE COURT

The jurisprudence on recusal in India is primarily based on legal 
precedents due to the lack of legislation governing judicial disqualifications.87 The 
absence of any law or  guidelines for moral conduct of the judges has led to a 
scenario where tests to regulate the conduct of judges have been formulated by 
judges themselves. This vacuum can be attributed not to the legislature but the 
vigilante judiciary that strikes down any law which attempts to govern or stream-
line the functioning of the judiciary.88 Courts use the grounds of independence and 
supremacy of the judiciary as swords in rendering legislations and amendments 
unconstitutional, which in turn discourages the legislature to pass laws. While leg-
islative reluctance and recalcitrance are realities that are difficult to eliminate, the 
excessive zealousness of the judiciary in creating and subsequently implementing 

85 State of Punjab v. V.K. Khanna, (2001) 2 SCC 330.
86 Ranjit Thakur v. Union of India, (1987) 4 SCC 611.
87 Supreme Court Advocates-on-Record Assn. v. Union of India, (2016) 5 SCC 808 (Recusal 

Judgment by Justice Chelameshwar); Amritananda Chakravorthy, Serial Recusal by Judges in the 
Gautam Navlakha Case is Confusing, nationaL heaLd india, October 4, 2019, available at https://
www.nationalheraldindia.com/opinion/serial-recusal-by-judges-in-gautam-navlakha-case-is-
confusing (Last visited on June 5, 2021).

88 Supreme Court Advocates-on-Record Assn. v. Union of India, (2016) 5 SCC 808.; tiMes oF 
india, NJAC Overturned in Judicial Overreach: Supreme Court’s Decision to Revive System 
of Judges Appointing Judges, Pits Judiciary Against Executive, October 18, 2015, available at 
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/blogs/toi- editorials/njac-overturned-in-judicial-overreach-
supreme-courts-decision-to-revive-system-of-judges- appointing-judges-pits-judiciary-against-
executive/?source=app&frmapp=yes (Last visited on June 5, 2021).
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its self- made law89 has opened a pandora’s box of imbroglios. Various issues arise 
in this regard which are not limited to merely the arbitrary exercise of powers.

First, the only legislative guidance that supports the present frame-
work is the text of the oath enshrined in Schedule 3 of the Indian Constitution.90 
However, the oath cannot be said to be binding in nature in light of there being 
no sanctions, rendering the entire process meaningless.91 Many scholars propa-
gated and suggested the abolition of the entire system of giving oaths.92 Apart 
from this, there have been several doubts regarding the efficacy of the oath in order 
to preserve a ‘lofty duty’ of impartiality.93 These academicians hypothesise that 
the pinnacle of impartiality cannot be reached by the human mind through any 
method.94 This conclusion was reached after studying behavioural characteristics 
of humans which evinces that human nature is susceptible to certain arguments 
and thoughts.95 Both internal and external influences make it difficult for humans 
to administer justice in isolation of any prejudices.96 Human nature is an amal-
gamation of all the ‘inherited and acquired prepossessions’ which unconsciously 
is either biased or sympathetic.97 The subjective forces coupled with an individu-
al’s expectations and beliefs hampers every decision-making process.98 Thus, the 
panacea suggested is that even after all the neutrality which could be achieved, 
the judge must always be open to a challenge of arguments by people who might 
question his conscience.99 It must be acknowledged that these questions arise not 
because of ill faith but due to the attributes of common humanity, which are hard 
to abandon.

89 PTI, Supreme Court for Laying Down Law on Recusal of Judges, econoMic tiMes, January 30, 
2017, available at https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/politics-and-nation/supreme-
court-for-laying-down-law-on-issue- of-recusal-of-judges/articleshow/56877112.cms?from=mdr 
(Last visited on June 5, 2021).

90 Constitution of India, 1950, Sch. 3 B IV (I will bear true faith and allegiance to the Constitution 
of India as by law established, that I will uphold the sovereignty and integrity of India, that I will 
duly and faithfully and to the best of my ability, knowledge and judgment perform the duties of 
my office without fear or favour, affection or ill-will and that I will uphold the Constitution and 
the laws).

91 Law Commission of India, The Oaths Act, 1873, Report No. 23, 7-8, available at http://lawcom-
missionofindia.nic.in/1-50/Report28.pdf. (Last visited on June 6, 2021). .

92 Jeremy Bentham, the coLLected woRKs oF jeReMy BenthaM, Vol. 3, 196, 309, 305 (1808); Mellor 
J., Best on evidence, 159, (1922); haLsBURy, Laws oF engLand, Vol.15, 436 (3rd ed., 1956).

93 Richard Everard Webster Alverstone, RecoLLection oF the BaR and Bench, 240 (1914); Lord 
Macmillan, Law and otheR things, 217 (1939).

94 Id.
95 Id; Nungent, supra note 20, 6.
96 Id.
97 Id., 5; Nungent, supra note 20.
98 Id., 6,7; Nungent, supra note 20.
99 Nungent, supra note 20, 6. See also RonaLd h. FoRgUs and LawRence e. MeLaMed, peRception: 

a cognitive- stage appRoach, 126-156 (1985) (This Article depicts that perception of individuals 
are selective and they cherry pick certain formulations that do not match their search for truth and 
label them as arbitrary. Processes and methods that are natural to them or which are taken granted 
for are never questioned. Thus, in order to remove any bias, one must be open to any challenge).
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Second, the recusal law has been designed by the judges them-
selves.100 Apart from the arguments against judges making law, including ‘separa-
tion of powers’ between the pillars of democracy, the important issue that arises 
is the omission of the shared experiences of various classes of people.101 The non-
participation and the subsequent ignorance of subjective perspectives lead us to a 
situation where we move far away from reality.102 The recusal framework being 
single-handedly designed by the judges adds to the disbelief in the process of ad-
ministration of justice and aspect of fairness. While applying the test of recusals, 
the judges are not testing the arguments on the touchstone of the Constitution but 
continuously evolving standards applicable to them. The implicit bias of a judge 
can mould the facts of a particular case and arrive at a decision far from the social 
reality of people.103 A transformation in the perception of justice can thus only take 
place with a contextual approach of the biases at play. The current framework thus 
contains several loopholes that we attempt to bridge. In the following sub-parts, 
we further trace the developments and characteristics of the system while simulta-
neously critiquing them and suggesting changes for reforms.

A. THE TESTS OF RECUSAL: ADDRESSING THE TRAGEDY

The self-evolving jurisprudence on recusal law by the Supreme 
Court has led to the creation of several tests throughout the years, vis. the real like-
lihood test,104 the real danger test105 and the reasonable suspicion or apprehension 
test.106 The courts have conveniently applied these tests in various cases to answer 
questions involving the issue of judicial disqualification. Apart from the various 
parameters and dimensions of each test, the ultimate test remains the separation 
of prejudice from the power to deliver impartial justice irrespective of intellectual 
capacity.107 The following chapter attempts to trace the trajectory of cases along 
with the tests applied.

100 Claire L’Heureux-Dubé, Beyond the Myths: Equality, Impartiality and Justice, Vol. 10, joURnaL 
oF sociaL distRess and hoMeLessness, 87 (2001).

101 Id., 94.
102 Catherine Fraser, jUdiciaL awaReness tRaining ReMaRKs, 1–5 (1995); See also Kathleen Mahoney, 

Judicial Bias: The Ongoing Challenge, Vol. 4(1), joURnaL oF dispUte ResoLUtion, 50 (2015).
103 Id., 50, 51.
104 This test would entail the observation of those cogent facts surrounding the case which would 

indicate a likelihood that an element of bias is present.
105 This standard would mean that actual and concrete evidence must be provided in Court to sub-

stantiate the claim the presence of prejudice i.e. to corroborate the existence of bias.
106 This test showcases the need to view the appearance of prejudice or unfairness from a reasonable 

person’s standard. Using an objective observation, the apprehension of bias would conclusively 
determine judicial disqualification.

107 Indore Development Authority v. Shailendra, (2018) 3 SCC 412 (Recusal order by Justice Mishra), 
¶42.
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1. The Shift from the ‘Real Likelihood’ Test

The real likelihood test dominated the jurisprudence surrounding 
the recusal framework for a very long time. In most cases, the courts were un-
able to strike a balance between their constitutional duty to hear the case and the 
constitutional right of the litigant for a fair trial, giving supremacy to the former 
over the latter. This test was whether the judge is likely to be biased in his perspec-
tive.108 Thus, the judges are to consider this from a reasonable man’s perspective 
as to who will be presumed to have complete knowledge of all the circumstances 
which showcase the plausibility of bias.109 However, the circumstances of the case 
should be cogent enough to allow the bias to be readily inferred.110 This implies the 
presence of non-ambiguous facts, which in itself is a rare occurrence, especially 
in cases which are adjudicated by multiple judges in several States, in different 
forums and various court-like structures.

The major shift from the real likelihood test came in 2016, in the 
five-judge bench case of Supreme Court Advocate-on-Record Assn. v. Union of 
India,111 where Justice Chelameswar introduced and evolved two different tests, 
namely the ‘real danger’ and the ‘reasonable suspicion’ test, based on the landmark 
case of R. v. Gough (‘Gough’).112 Both of these standards are elucidated in detail in 
the following parts of this chapter.

The English case adopted the ‘real danger’ test as the dominant ap-
plicable touchstone on which recusal orders need to be passed.113 This test entailed 
disqualification solely on substantive and tangible evidence which conclusively 
highlights the presence of judicial bias and prejudice. The judges in the Court of 
Appeal believed that the ‘real danger’ test would be the remedy to all issues of 
discrimination and help achieve ‘pure’ justice.114 According to the Court, this test 
was more conclusive in its results as it would avoid the permeation of doubts. The 
Court did not conclusively lay down the boundaries of this test but attempted to 
define its contours by differentiating it with the real likelihood test.115

The reason behind this inculcation in Gough was the emphasis on 
the possibility of bias and not the mere probability of bias,116 highlighting a higher 
threshold of proving judicial disqualification. The actual bias of a judge must be 
108 Ranjit Thakur v. Union of India, (1987) 4 SCC 611.
109 Bihar State Mineral Development Corpn. v. Encon Builders, (2003) 7 SCC 418.
110 N.K. Bajpai v. Union of India, (2012) 4 SCC 653; R. v. Sussex Justices, (1924) 1 KB 256.
111 Supreme Court Advocate-on-Record Assn. v. Union of India, (2016) 5 SCC 808.
112 R. v. Gough, 1993 AC 646 (per Lord Goff).
113 Id.
114 Id.
115 Id.
116 Paul Magrath, Law RepoRt: ‘ReaL dangeR’ test oF Regina v. goUgh. hoUse oF LoRds, independent, 

October 22, 2011, available at https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/law-report-real-dan-
ger-test-of-apparent-bias-regina-v-gough-house-of-lords-lord-goff-of-chieveley-2325226.html 
(Last visited on June 6, 2021).
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thus, sought to be conclusively proved and determined.117 According to the Court, 
the real likelihood test was an undesirable process since it was not necessary to 
scourge and investigate the mind and conscience of a judge at every step. Thus, 
based on this ‘inconvenience’, the Court paved the way for the ‘real danger’ test.118 
The Court preferred the tangible possibilities of bias to a balance of probabili-
ties.119 They noted that different circumstances would elicit a different response of 
bias and discrimination in every case.120

The introduction of a ‘reasonable observer’ standard posed as an ad-
ditional burden for the courts since they had to be the one behind the personifica-
tion and subsequently adjudicate the pertinent likelihood of bias.121 Moreover, this 
test would exclude the creation of ‘relevant circumstances’, which are determined 
through a holistic consideration of all the available evidence that hint towards the 
bias.122 Mere facts of the case would not allow the observer to ascertain the pro-
bative value of the evidence placed for adjudication.123 The subjective interpreta-
tion of injustice would allow a sense of bias to be perpetrated, whereas the actual 
circumstances on the ground could be very different.124 Thus, it was imperative 
for the Court to bridge the gap between these tests to prevent the impression of 
discrimination being based on suspicion or apprehension. However, even after all 
these criticisms, the Court of Appeal went one step further. It highlighted that the 
‘reasonable suspicion’ test could be used in cases when there is an inquiry apart 
from allegations of pecuniary bias.125 This implied the preservation of the ‘real 
danger’ test.

Apart from these two major standards, the Court of Appeal warned 
against the creation of another test or touchstone on which the recusal petitions 
could be challenged.126 Lord Woolf implored the subsequent courts to be hesitant 
and reluctant before evolving any other parameters since it would lead to extreme 
uncertainty.127 The Court believed that the ‘real danger’ test would be the best 
mechanism in aiding the Court to deliver impartial justice.128

The Supreme Court of India applied a congruent approach to con-
clude that in an inquiry, not including allegations against pecuniary interest, the 
judges could use either the ‘real danger’ test or the ‘reasonable suspicion’ test,129 

117 Id.
118 Id.
119 Id.
120 R. v. Gough, 1993 AC 646 (Per Lord Goff).
121 Id.
122 Id.
123 Id.
124 Id.
125 Id.
126 R. v. Gough, 1993 AC 646 (per Lord Woolf).
127 Id.
128 Id.
129 Supreme Court Advocate-on-Record Assn. v. Union of India, (2016) 5 SCC 808, ¶26.
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but emphasised on the former.130 In the following sub-part, we would attempt to 
explore the issues spanning the dominance of the ‘real danger’ test in the juris-
prudence surrounding the recusal framework and suggest the endorsement and 
subsequent enforcement of the ‘reasonable suspicion’ test.

IV. APPLICATION OF THE ‘REASONABLE 
SUSPICION’ TEST TO THE INDIAN CONTEXT

The adoption of the ‘real danger’ standards and the convenient exclu-
sion of the ‘likelihood test’ raises several concerns. The primary issue is the choice 
provided to the judges to apply either of the tests in cases of judicial disqualifica-
tion.131 It can be deduced that the main reason behind the inculcation of the ‘real 
danger’ test was to add a blanket of protection onto the judiciary and also make it 
onerous to raise questions challenging the bias of a judge.

Though the specific contours of the real danger test have not been 
conclusively carved out, the need of turning to actual evidence to prove substan-
tial bias has been delved into.132 The shift for proving recusal of judges from the 
balance of probabilities to a burden of proof which is beyond doubt showcases the 
likelihood of the ‘real danger’ test being prioritised over an effective alternative, 
i.e., the ‘reasonable suspicion’ standard. The Supreme Court Advocate-on-Record 
Association case, being a five-judge bench, is the latest binding precedent and the 
entrenched focus on the ‘real danger’ test highlights dangerous times ahead.133

A recusal petition is primarily looked at as questioning the impartial-
ity of a judge and challenging his conscience to deliver a fair decision.134 This in 
itself is an arduous task as only circumstantial evidence may be gathered which 
in turn may hint towards presence of a bias.135 No evidence can be collected of the 
discrimination present in the mind of a person.136 Moreover, the types of influ-
ences on a person’s mind may be so innate that it is practically difficult to deline-
ate them as a bias.137 These internal features prevent the presentation of actual or 
real evidence pointing at tangible circumstances. Additionally, it is difficult for 
anybody in the legal community to identify and discern the point of permeation 
of bias in the process of decision-making.138 Accordingly, a very high burden is 
placed on the litigants, forcing them to compromise their perception of justice. 

130 Id., ¶20.
131 Id., ¶26.
132 Supreme Court Advocate-on-Record Assn. v. Union of India, (2016) 5 SCC 808; R. v. Gough, 

1993 AC 646. (Per Lord Goff).
133 Supreme Court Advocates-on-Record Assn. v. Union of India, (2016) 5 SCC 808.
134 All India Institute of Medical Sciences v. Kaushal K. Verma, 2015 SCC OnLine Del 9226; John 

Patrick Litkey v. United States, 1994 SCC OnLine US SC 21.
135 Nungent, supra note 20, 3.
136 Id.
137 Id.
138 Id.; jeRoMe FRanK, coURts on tRiaL: Myth and ReaLity in aMeRican jUstice, 414 (1949).
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Thus, there is an emerging need for the ‘reasonable suspicion or apprehension’ test 
to be accepted in its entirety.

The judges in Gough emphasised on the ‘real danger’ test while be-
ing ignorant of the point of view of the common people.139 The judges, while laying 
down the tenets of the test, highlighted the need to satisfy them, the possibility of 
bias and discrimination.140 The Court categorically mentions that it would be ‘un-
satisfactory’ that in a recusal framework, the ‘public point of view’ or the petition-
er’s perspective are considered.141 With the increasing need to reinstate the public 
confidence in the judiciary for litigants to respect this dispute resolution process,142 
it is pertinent that a shift is made from the real danger test and the accompanying 
standards. The former Chief Justice of India, MN Venkatachaliah, while laying 
down the tests for recusal, categorically held that the proper approach in answer-
ing questions of bias must involve looking at the parties involves and their percep-
tion of discrimination.143 Hence, a shift is required from a paradigm where the 
courts are introspecting the presence of a possible bias to a framework where the 
judges consider the perceptions of both the litigant and the common people.

It is pertinent to note that there is an inconsistency between the real 
likelihood test and the reasonable suspicion test, even though they seem to espouse 
common notions. Admittedly, both the tests use the reasonable man standard in 
ascertaining the extent of bias.144 However, the major difference is in the standards 
of ascertaining bias. The former is based on the likelihood of bias, whereas the lat-
ter test is founded on the apprehension of bias. It can be noted that the qualifying 
terms highlight the standards of disqualification. For instance, ‘likelihood’ implies 
a probability greater than fifty percent, whereas suspicion highlights a ‘low exact-
ing test’.145

The ‘reasonable suspicion’ test would eventually lead to the creation 
of a ‘fair minded, informed and reasonable observer’. Thus, it is important that we 
address the concerns of the judiciary regarding this test. The House of Lords in 
Gough had criticised this theory based on the inability of the observer to segregate 

139 R. v. Gough, 1993 AC 646. (per Lord Goff) (This judgment though provided in the year 1993 
still holds relevance due to its elucidation of the ‘real danger’ test. It has also been cited in several 
recusal judgments of the Supreme Court of India to highlight the trajectory of the jurisprudence 
surrounding judicial disqualification. The significance of this judgment lies in the fact that it al-
lows the Court to discern its contemporary position from its traditional orthodox outlook vis-à-vis 
recusal.).

140 Id.
141 Id.
142 Naresh Sridhar Mirajkar v. State of Maharashtra, AIR 1967 SC 1; Swapnil Tripathi v. Supreme 

Court of India, (2018) 10 SCC 639; Benjamin B. Strawn, Do Judicial Ethics Canons Affect 
Perceptions of Judicial Impartiality?, Vol. 88, Boston UniveRsity Law Review, 808 (2008).

143 Ranjit Thakur v. Union of India, (1987) 4 SCC 611.
144 S. Parthasarathi v. State of A.P., (1974) 3 SCC 459.
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the relevant facts of circumstance from the plethora of evidence made available.146 
This process was the duty of the judge, who was adept and qualified to undertake 
the segregation. Thus, the test applied an unnecessary burden on the observer. 
However, this position of the Court is streaked with several issues.

Firstly, it is onerous to disassociate the position and creation of the 
‘reasonable man’ in a situation where the judges themselves adjudicate the dispute. 
It has been observed that courts move towards the creation of this fiction for two 
reasons. First, to pay attention to the objectivity of the law and, second, promote 
transparency by looking at the individual qualities of the parties.147 Additionally, 
the creation of an egalitarian society was sought for by reinstating equality and 
fairness.148 In order to move a step towards transparent decision- making pro-
cesses, an objective criterion must be present, which would act as the touchstone 
of recusal orders.

Secondly, the judges might not always be independent in categoris-
ing circumstances which need subsequent filtration for a reasonable observer.149 
Every factual interpretation by the judge is affected by several forces of influence, 
either consciously or subconsciously.150 These deep rooted biases implicitly allow 
the judges to be selective in taking note of relevant facts or conform to their pre-
existing notions of the law.151 Additionally, cultural prejudices, social biases, and 
psychological structures prevent the permeation and subsequent assimilation of all 
the evidence and the facts.152 Thus, this reasoning seems counter-intuitive, as there 
will always be an innate possibility of a bias in the fact collection and filtration 
processes. This is a flawed approach due to the inherent contradiction that stems 
from discarding the reasonable man standard in favour of a method that itself suf-
fers from inherent bias.

Finally, the House of Lords itself corrected their view and stance on 
the exclusion of the ‘reasonable man’ standard and included the above standard in 
a subsequent decision.153 The Court tweaked the test by splitting it into two prongs 
– the first step would be ascertaining the real tangible circumstances. Only if they 
were proved, then the concept of the ‘fair-minded and informed observer’ had to 
be introduced to answer questions of judicial disqualification.154 However, most of 
the recusal requests fail to bypass the first stage due to the strict level of scrutiny. 
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With the problems elucidated above relating to the adoption of the ‘real danger’ 
test coupled with the affinity of the Courts, we suggest the sole incorporation of 
the ‘reasonable suspicion’ test.

V. CRITIQUE OF THE ‘REASONABLE SUSPICION’ 
STANDARD

In order to provide for such a model and application of this test, we 
attempt to tackle the criticism and suggest a model of recusal. The major criticism 
levied for applying the reasonable man test is that it acts as a vehicle of judicial dis-
cretion and allows courts to impose their paternalistic view.155 Thus, this standard 
was created to unravel the enigma surrounding the intention and motive of an indi-
vidual.156 Moreover, this standard has acted as a tool to enforce the expectations of 
the judiciary.157 Also, it strengthens the power and privilege of the few while pur-
porting to solve the problems of the oppressed and marginalised.158 Additionally, 
it leads to extreme stereotyping of certain behaviour which is antithetical to the 
original focus on individual’s characteristics.159 It can be noted that – “This gener-
alisation, upon manufacture, takes on the mask of principle, dislocates the particu-
larity of the individual and is pragmatic without pretence of perfection.”160

This standard has received its fair share of criticism from feminist 
legal theorists as well. Dr. Usha Ramanathan propagated the need for creating an 
alternative name and subsequent standard of the ‘Reasonable Woman’.161 Through 
an analysis of several Indian cases, she highlighted the stereotyping of women 
done by courts to legitimise their expectations and perception of a reasonable 
woman.162 This has even led to a determination of archaic gender roles and du-
ties.163 These expectations were juxtaposed with the standards of the ‘reasonable 
man’, highlighting the severe generalisation of character, which in turn is 
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antithetical to the entire notion of equality.164 However, apart from these criticisms, 
we assert that a reasonable person-driven framework is beneficial for the recusal 
jurisprudence due to the following reasons.

The reasonable person standard has been seen as free from human 
errors and weaknesses and is the “epitome of glorious perfection”.165 The duty of a 
reasonable person has been to bring objectivity in the procedure and have a sound 
perspective to the rational conflict among laws.166 Their participation in adjudica-
tory processes highlights the consideration of diverse factors while retaining a 
similarity in the age and intelligence of the decision-maker.167 It is always pre-
sumed that this obligation has been set in legal standards. However, scholars have 
asserted that this parameter allows for inculcation of non-law activities and quali-
ties.168 The attributes of a reasonable person do not require emphasis on strictly 
legal factors but even certain human and individual characteristics that need to be 
considered during decision making.169 This feature implies that it allows courts to 
transcend from a positive duty of legal adjudication to an interdisciplinary regime 
where non-legal factors present in decision-making processes are accounted for. 
Judicial recusal as a field of law, not only requires a beneficial interpretation of 
the law but also requires the considerate understanding of the psychology of the 
litigant before them. Hence, this standard helps in shifting away from ordinar-
ily regulating human behaviour170 and any form of authoritative determination.171 
This effectively would allow for more flexibility and ensures that the adjudicatory 
process is not bogged down by mere technicalities of the law and instead allows for 
a holistic examination to detect the presence of bias. Hence, this standard is more 
susceptible to public approval as a reasonable person even considers factors that 
the court would not necessarily include in its adjudication.

Moreover, considering how diverse the circumstances are in every 
recusal petition, the adoption of this objective standard, though not fixed in stone, 
would allow the court to tailor solutions and curate the required remedies effec-
tively. The subjectivity in this objective framework172 is the primary reason behind 
its consideration for the recusal framework. The adoption of this parameter 
would lead to promotion of individual equality while simultaneously preserving 
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community welfare and harmony.173 The adoption of this test would thus allow 
courts to move away from their rigid duty of legal conflict adjudication to becom-
ing a ‘People’s Court’ in the long run. The matter of recusal is not always a legal 
issue but instead is deeply rooted in individualistic perceptions and foundations 
that make this field increasingly difficult to navigate. Thus, this test will achieve 
the objective of strengthening public confidence in the judiciary while simultane-
ously upholding the beacon of ‘fair and unbiased’ justice.

Multiple cases have raised serious doubts in having the recusal frame-
work based on suspicion since conjecture and surmise are not concrete enough to 
uphold the foundation of judicial disqualification.174 The prerequisite of establish-
ing mere suspicion or apprehension has been the subject of extensive criticism. 
This test was even extended and equated to a “facet of one’s imagination”.175 It was 
placed at the same pedestal of making “wild, irrelevant and imaginary allegations 
to frustrate a trial”.176 Courts have rejected this test citing possibilities of forum 
shopping and bench selection which would further pose as a grave danger to jus-
tice.177 Moreover, in the case of Triodos Bank NV v. Dobbs, the Court of Appeal 
emphasised the duty of the judges to not give into the temptation of recusal. This 
observation was based on the fact that a litigant not having faith in the judici-
ary will always have apprehensions of bias against the process and will go away 
with a sense of injustice if the order is not in their favour.178 Instead of maligning 
themselves with an iota of doubt, judges preferred taking the comfortable route 
of self-disqualification. However, it has become imperative that the ‘duty to sit’ 
should be juxtaposed with the ‘want to preserve the element of fairness’ in the 
justice system.179

The Supreme Court had decided against the ‘reasonable suspicion’ 
test due to the absence of any safeguards coupled with the minimal possibility of 
having checks and balances on the apprehension a litigant could possess.180 The 
presence of mere probability of bias has prevented courts from accepting disquali-
fications.181 Suspicion has led to the origination of investigations, subsequently 
ending with the attainment of tangible evidence.182 It was supposed to be the start-
ing point of inspection based on a state of mind and affairs.183 However, in the 
current framework, we highlight not only the presence of safeguards that aid in 
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striking a balance between the courts and the litigants on the question of judicial 
recusal but also critique the status quo.

The major safeguard present with respect to this test is the qualify-
ing need for it to be ‘reasonable’.184 This qualification would, thus, alleviate the 
concerns of the court regarding the increase in frivolous objections.185 The con-
cept of even including the modified ‘reasonable man’ standard would allow for 
the integration of impartiality in the judicial framework. The alleged suspicion 
must also relate directly to the issue at hand in such a manner that it could prevent 
the decision-maker from reaching a fair decision.186 An ascertainment of both the 
proximate nexus and cogency with the issue at hand must always be undertaken.187

Moreover, this test is markedly different from the real danger and 
likelihood test as it bases its foundation on the ‘reasonableness’ of the suspicions 
raised. This test allows us to harmoniously reconcile the court’s problem with this 
framework as well.188 The concerns relating to the possibility of bench hunting 
might be genuine in very few cases. However, the entire test must not be vindi-
cated solely based on a ‘once in the blue moon’ probable occurrence. The judiciary 
must impose a higher level of scrutiny and be careful in dealing with cases which 
allege bench selection, rather than outrightly dismissing every recusal petition in 
lieu of these concerns. The imposition of safeguards coupled with holistic legisla-
tion might be the panacea to the malady of forum shopping. While proposing this 
test, we focus and reemphasise the positive duty of courts to preserve and maintain 
the confidence of the public in the judicial mechanisms.189

It is imperative that the constitutional right of a fair trial is pro-
tected in the present framework. Thus, even the probability of bias must lead to 
the elimination of a judge. In an adjudication procedure, where no discrimination 
is expected, the probability of a bias must be dealt with utmost care.190 Even the 
slightest probability of prejudice would lead to a complete vindication of public 
confidence in the mechanism of the judiciary.191 The court’s current attitude to-
wards this issue has been one of outright dismissal and subsequent ignorance.192 
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Hence, it is imperative that even the mere likelihood of discrimination is assessed 
fairly.

Though the veil of ‘reasonableness’ protects the court, it allows the 
judges to introspect the speculative doubts and inquiries that the doctrine of ‘ap-
pearance of justice’ sought to eliminate.193 After a reasonable adjudication of the 
apprehension, the court will delve into “whether the bias apprehended is merely 
possible or really possible or really probable.”194 This adjudication would enable 
the court to step into the position of the decision-maker, allowing them to criti-
cally assess the willingness and ability of the judge to separate the influences or 
rooted prejudices from his judgment.195 These are the exact requirements that an 
appearance-based approach seeks to eliminate while simultaneously reinforcing 
public confidence.196 The ‘reasonable suspicion’ test, unlike the ‘real likelihood’ 
test, stimulates an inherent check and balance system on the courts as the adoption 
of this test warrants the judges to critically examine their decision-making process 
themselves. In the current framework, where there is an absence of any likelihood 
of tangible evidence, the court is ready to dismiss this petition without analysing 
even the possibility of bias. Thus, the ‘reasonable test’ would be beneficial as it 
would preserve the appearance of justice and ensure that even the slightest pres-
ence of impartiality is addressed adequately.

However, the Court never explicitly rejected this test, despite raising 
concerns against its adoption.197 In the case of S. Parthasarathi v. State of A.P., the 
Supreme Court held that, “We should not, however, be understood to deny that the 
court might with greater propriety apply the “reasonable suspicion” test in crimi-
nal or in proceedings analogous to criminal proceedings” limiting the scope to 
criminal trials.198 We posit that a movement towards a permanent inclusion of this 
test in the recusal jurisprudence must be carried out in light of the aforementioned 
advantages.

A. THE SELF-DECIDING JUDGE: A JUDGE IN THEIR OWN 
CAUSE?

The current recusal framework mandates that every recusal applica-
tion must be placed in front of the judge sought to be removed on the grounds of 
potential bias.199 Moreover, it is the sole responsibility of that particular judge to 
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determine the merits of the allegations and adjudicate on the possible case of im-
propriety.200 Withdrawal from the decision-making process is to be finalised only 
when the judge believes that irrespective of all neutrality, they would be likely to 
be prejudiced.201 This highlights the narrow and restrictive approach adopted by 
courts. The ultimate decision of disqualification is provided to the allegedly dis-
criminatory judge and not to other judges on the bench, or the bench as a whole.202 
In the following part, we critically analyse this position of law and assert the re-
quirement for swift implementation of reform measures.

In order to remedy the mischiefs created by the present framework, 
it is imperative to delve into the reason behind its inception and design. It is com-
monly believed that a person might be the best judge of themselves while acknowl-
edging the several influences, thoughts, emotions, relationships or feelings which 
could hinder their decision- making ability.203 Considering the several internal and 
external influences that might cause prejudice,204 it is difficult to delineate the 
effect of these factors on the possibility of bias by another person. Additionally, 
the circumstances under which such recusal is being sought would be unfamiliar 
to other judges, and even the recognition of conflicts of interest could be mistak-
en.205 Moreover, such an arrangement has been constructed since there is a strong 
presumption in favour of the impartiality of a judge since he has been sworn to 
deliver fair justice.206 If another judge is considered to adjudicate recusal orders, 
it would severely undermine the authority of that particular judge.207 Thus, the 
alleged judge would be the ‘sole arbiter’ in recusal jurisprudence. The only philo-
sophical safeguard that seemed to be provided was to check every recusal petition 
on the touchstone of a clear conscience.208

With respect to the say of the other judges on the bench, it was held 
in the case of Supreme Court Advocates-on-Record Assn. v. Union of India that 
the recusal petition must be on a different pedestal and should be considered to be 
“slightly differently apart from the legal nuance.”209 In order to prevent views on 
self-recusal by different judges, the Court used a hypothetical situation to high-
light the problematic issues -
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“What would happen if, in a Bench of five judges, an application 
is moved for the recusal of Judge A and after hearing the appli-
cation Judge A decides to recuse from the case but the other four 
judges disagree and express the opinion that there is no justifi-
able reason for Judge A to recuse from the hearing? Can Judge A 
be compelled to hear the case even though he/she is desirous of 
recusing from the hearing? It is to get over such a difficult situ-
ation that the application for recusal is actually to an individual 
judge and not the Bench as a whole.”210

This view suffers from various infirmities. First, the basic principle 
of natural justice of Nemo Judex in Causa Sua, implying that nobody should be 
a judge in their own cause, is manifestly violated.211 The need for disqualifica-
tion is to prevent and intercept judges who have a particular ‘bent of mind’.212 
This is required to promote the appearance of justice and repose faith in judicial 
administration.

Second, there is a need to evolve and account for a considerate un-
derstanding of the litigant’s position by the court while considering judicial dis-
qualification. The fact that the litigant approaches the court with a sworn verified 
affidavit alleging prejudiced conduct on the part of the judge must be factored in. 
In the absence of an adequate assessment, the judges may unrestrictedly abuse 
their discretion.213 In order to counter issues associated with self-recusal, we sug-
gest the following reforms.

We posit that it is crucial to shift from a model of self-adjudication 
to a framework wherein the views of the other judges on the bench are not only 
considered but are also binding. The opinion of other judges would add legitimacy 
to the decision on judicial recusal since the decision to recuse will not solely be 
the decision of the alleged judge. Moreover, this would lead to the appearance of 
justice being unbiased as the judges would not be the singular authority in adju-
dicating their own cause. Unfortunately, the court has always presumed that there 
will be disagreement between the judge sought to be disqualified and the rest of 
the judges present on the bench.214 Based on this erroneous assumption, the court 
never even attempted to navigate this alternative paradigm. To address this, we 
suggest a two-pronged model.

First, the recusal petition must be provided to the judge. If the judge 
recuses themself from the case, then it need not be considered by the other judges. 
This removes any doubt with respect to the court’s concerns that are expressed 
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above. Moreover, if the judge refuses to recuse, then the opinion of the other judges 
on the bench must be sought for and conclusively considered. We understand that 
it would be difficult for a judge to gauge the effect of several influences on another 
judge. However, this process will enhance transparency and bring confidence in 
the dispute resolution processes. If the allegations are meritorious and can give 
rise to reasonable suspicion for bias, then other judges on the bench must be ena-
bled to opine their views.

It has to be noted that there has been no specific law governing the 
recusal framework in India. These tests have not been primarily legislated upon 
considering the sound practice and objectivity the judges themselves have fol-
lowed.215 However, with doubts concerning the veracity of the process, it is im-
perative to reassess the procedure.

An alternative to the two-pronged model suggested above is to en-
able the judge to adjudicate on the procedural regularities and the legal sufficiency 
of the petition. The facts set forth in the application will be subsequently consid-
ered, and if found to be true, then another standing ‘disinterested’ judge will be 
allocated to hear the case. This procedure removes any possibility of self-adjudi-
cation of bias whilst juxtaposing the concerns of the judiciary regarding illegal 
bench shopping, inter alia.

This model will go a long way in significantly reducing any doubts 
regarding the fairness of the judicial mechanism and procedure adopted thereby. 
The legitimacy of courts would be upheld while garnering public support and 
confidence in the administration. These suggestions would act as safeguards and 
checks on the judicial vagaries and would be a powerful tool in making justice fair

VI. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS WITH OTHER 
COUNTRIES AND ARBITRAL INSTITUTIONS.

It is pertinent at this stage to engage in a survey of the various tests 
for recusals that have been developed in other jurisdictions. This exercise is indic-
ative of commonalities in practice across countries and will aid in the formulation 
of a holistic model for judicial recusals. Thus, in this part, a brief overview of the 
jurisprudence in the United States of America, Australia, Canada, South Africa 
and the United Kingdom will be undertaken.

These countries have been selected due to their common law roots 
and because of a similarity in the development of the standard advocated for in this 
paper. Individual positions will be examined in greater detail in the discussions on 
each jurisdiction. Further, a brief evaluation of the standard for the disqualification 
of arbitrators under the UNCITRAL and ICSID models will also be undertaken.

215 Magill v. Casel, 568 A 2d 1221-4 (New Jersey. Super. Ct. App. Div. 1990).
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A. GLOBAL OVERVIEW

1. United States of America
The Supreme Court of the USA has traditionally followed the ‘real 

danger’ test.216 This was in consonance with the earlier interpretation of the due 
process requirement wherein a judge was only to recuse themself if they had a di-
rect, personal, substantial and pecuniary interest in a matter.217 The establishment 
of the aforementioned factors would lead to a natural inference of actual bias.218 
This reflected a narrow approach to matters of recusal, wherein only the most ob-
vious cases of biases would be covered.219

In this regard, there also existed a circuit split with respect to the 
proper standard for recusal. A majority of the courts held that actual bias needed 
to be proved.220 Contrarily, there is also a modest body of jurisprudence at the 
Circuit Court level wherein the test for recusal has been construed liberally.221 
Accordingly, whenever there is a reasonable apprehension of bias, it acts as a valid 
ground for recusal.222 Overall, the test for recusal was a subjective enquiry into 
whether there was any actual bias that could be established.

Over time, this subjective test was derogated in certain instances. 
For example, in Tumey v. State of Ohio,223 the Court expanded the interpretation of 
the due process requirement. It was held that the pecuniary interest of a judge in a 
matter need not always be direct.224 In this case, the judge stood to gain monetarily 
from the fines which were in issue before the Court. The Court held that proof of 
actual bias, due to the alleged interest of the judge, is not a legal necessity to hold 
that a case for recusal is made out.225

Taking this trend forward, the scope of the due process require-
ment was further broadened in Mayberry v. Pennsylvania226 (‘Mayberry’) and 
Murchison, In Re (‘Murchison’).227 In Mayberry, the court held that when a judge 
had been verbally abused by the accused in an earlier proceeding, there was a con-
stitutional requirement for the judge to recuse himself in subsequent proceedings 
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involving the same accused.228 Similarly, Murchison held that when a judge had 
earlier sat on a bench that had decided whether to entertain charges of contempt 
against a party, the impartiality of the said judge could be tainted.229 Conjunctively, 
Mayberry and Murchison laid down the jurisprudential foundation for the adop-
tion of the reasonable suspicion test through their expansive interpretation of the 
constitutional due process requirement.

Finally, in the seminal decision in Caperton v. A.T. Massey Coal 
Co.230 (‘Caperton’) the Court expressly adopted the reasonable suspicion test, au-
thoritatively changing the trajectory of American jurisprudence concerning rec-
usal. In this case, the Court expressly discarded the need to establish the actual 
bias of a judge with respect to the case before him.231 In criticising the earlier test, 
the Court held that it was a near-impossible task to adduce proof of actual bias.232 
Accordingly, following a test wherein the proof of actual bias was not a necessity 
was deemed to be a more appropriate standard.233 Thus, the new test was articu-
lated in the following terms. A subjective inquiry on the part of the judge, assess-
ing his own bias, is not sufficient in order to determine the need for recusal.234 This 
must necessarily be supplemented by an objective enquiry through the modalities 
of a test of reasonableness.235 This two-pronged enquiry, with both subjective and 
objective elements, was held to be necessary in order to give full effect to the due 
process requirement of the Constitution.236

Further, unlike many other jurisdictions, the basic rules of recusal 
are codified in the American Bar Associations’ Model Code of Judicial Conduct.237 
The same is also reflected in the Recusal Statute of the country.238 It specifies 
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three illustrative grounds that can be raised for the recusal of a judge – finan-
cial or corporate interest, a case in which the judge was a material witness or 
lawyer, and a relationship to a party.239 These grounds are only meant to indi-
cate situations wherein questions of bias may arise and are expressly stated to be 
non-exhaustive.240

At a principle level, the general test that is prescribed to determine 
the need for recusal is that whether there are reasonable grounds on which the 
impartiality of the judge might be questioned.241 The test has been interpreted 
from the point of view of the petitioner who files for recusal and not from the 
point of view of the judge in question.242 The underlying policy that is sought to 
be achieved through this test is to ensure that no reasonable person has reason to 
question the impartiality of the judge.243 This echoes the principle that justice must 
manifestly be seen to be done.244

Having traced the judicial history of recusal in America, it is abun-
dantly clear that the courts have significantly broadened the scope of recusal. 
While they started with a narrow test, which was incapable of covering a multitude 
of instances wherein a judge may be biased, this test was progressively expanded 
in favour of the reasonable suspicion test. The evolution of jurisprudence in this 
regard emphatically suggests that for justice to be seen to be done, the proper and 
necessary standard that is to be followed is that of reasonable suspicion or appre-
hension of bias.

2. South Africa

The jurisprudence regarding recusal in South Africa is unequivocal. 
At the outset, there is a clear constitutional mandate that requires the impartial-
ity of judges.245 Principally, there are two widely recognised situations wherein 
recusal is warranted. First, where there is actual bias or conflict of interest, and 
second, when there is a reasonable apprehension of bias.246 Since there is constitu-
tional recognition of the reasonable suspicion test, the body of case law that deals 
with judicial recusals are largely uniform and clear.
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Before the reasonable suspicion test was unequivocally given effect 
by the judiciary there was a debate regarding the appropriate standard to be fol-
lowed in matters of recusal.247 This question was decided in BTR Industries (Pty) 
Ltd v. Metal and Allied Workers Union.248 It was held that the impartiality of a 
judge is an essential prerequisite for the purposes of a fair trial. Therefore, a judge 
must be willing to recuse himself if the litigant is under the apprehension that the 
decision of the judge shall not be fair.249 Thus, the standard is similar to and has the 
same threshold as the ‘reasonable suspicion’ test proposed by us.

Furthermore, the Court was of the view that having to prove actual 
bias is an unreasonably high threshold in matters of recusal and decided in favour 
of adopting the reasonable suspicion test.250 In the opinion of the Court, the latter 
test better captured the essence of the recusal mechanism, which requires that jus-
tice must be seen to be done.251 In discussing the manner in which the reasonable 
suspicion was to be inferred, it was held that the same cannot be done in a vacuum 
and must necessarily involve a contextual interpretation of the facts.252 In clarify-
ing the nature of this test, the Court posited that this would be a purely objective 
enquiry and would not require the satisfaction of subjective elements.253

In the South African context, the requirement of reasonableness has 
been interpreted to be two-fold. The first reasonable requirement dictates that the 
lens through which the inquiry is to be made is through the point of view of a rea-
sonable observer.254 Second, this must further be corroborated by the requirement 
that the inference drawn must be a reasonable one.255

The reasonable requirement and the reasonable suspicion test were 
elaborated upon in the case of President of the Republic of South Africa v. South 
African Rugby Football Union in similar terms as has been already discussed.256 
Therefore, a judge must be willing to recuse himself if the litigant is under the 
apprehension that the decision of the judge shall not be fair.257 The authoritative-
ness of this test was further echoed by the Supreme Court of Appeal in Roberts v. 
Magisterate for the District of Johannesberg.258 According to this case, whenever 
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there is a reasonable suspicion that a judge might be biased from the point of view 
of the parties to the case, a judge ought to recuse himself from the proceedings.259

In reaffirming the aforementioned principles, Dube v. State260 held 
that whenever there is any uncertainty or ambiguity with regard to recusal, the 
same must be resolved in favour of the litigant alleging bias. Further, it was held 
that it is not possible to exhaustively define circumstances wherein an apprehen-
sion of bias may arise, and the same must be decided in the context of each case.261

3. Canada

Similar to other common law jurisdictions, Canada has also adopted 
the principle that no one should be a judge in their own cause.262 This has mani-
fested as a rule against bias and as a right to an impartial judge.263 Particular to 
Canada is the dual conception of bias. First, it is the legal requirement of fairness, 
whereby everyone has a right to an impartial and independent judge.264 Second, 
as a matter of judicial ethics and propriety, a failure to recuse could lead to conse-
quences as severe as removal from office.265

In consonance with these guiding principles, the leading judgement 
on the standard for recusal is Committee for Justice and Liberty v. Canadian 
Arctic Gas Pipeline Ltd..266 In this case, the Court adopted the reasonable suspi-
cion test, stating that whenever a reasonable apprehension of bias arises as to the 
impartiality of a judge, the standard for recusal is satisfied.267 Following Slizard v. 
Szasz, the Court held that even when the probability of bias may be unintended, 
in the interest of preserving the public confidence in the judiciary, a judge must 
recuse herself.268 In his dissenting opinion, Justice Grandpre formulated the test 
in more traditional terms, bringing in the familiar language of the perspective of 
a reasonable man.269
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Justice Grandpre’s reasoning in his dissent was taken forward in 
R.D.S. v. R.270 In holding that the proper standard is whether a reasonable man 
would conclude that there is an apprehension of bias, the Court held that there 
must be substantial grounds for such an apprehension. Similarly, in Roy Anthony 
Roberts v. R.,271 the Canadian Supreme Court rearticulated the proper test for dis-
qualification. This was done in terms of the perspective of the person alleging 
the bias. If the said person has a reasonable basis for apprehending impartiality, 
whether deliberately or not, then the requirements of the test are satisfied.

This being the settled position of law, the formal test for reasonable 
apprehension of bias is well-established and reflects the now seminal Supreme 
Court jurisprudence laid out in John Campbell v. R.,272 and Roy Anthony Roberts 
v. R..273

4. Australia

Allegations of actual bias are rare in Australia.274 It is a judicially ac-
cepted position that whenever an apprehension of bias can be shown, that by itself 
forms valid grounds for recusal.275 There is a three-step requirement to satisfy the 
test of recusal. First, the party must show the reason as to why there is a reasonable 
likelihood that a judge’s bias may lead to a decision other than on the merits of the 
case.276 Illustratively, four sets of circumstances have been identified in Webb v. R. 
wherein such a likelihood may arise.277

First, when a judge has any direct or indirect interest in the matter. 
Second, when the conduct of a judge, during or outside the proceedings, suggests 
bias. Third, when the judge has had any association or contact, either due to a 
direct or indirect relationship, with any party interested in the dispute. Fourth, 
when a judge is in possession of information that prejudices one of the parties but 
cannot be legally argued before the court.278 It is apparent that these are all broad 
formulations, made with the intent that they can cover most cases when there is a 
reasonable apprehension of bias.

Once the reason for the likelihood of bias is asserted, the nexus be-
tween the reason and the final outcome of the case must be shown.279 For example, 
a mere assertion that a judge has an interest in a matter without commensurately 
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proving that this may lead to a change in the ruling in the case will not be suf-
ficient.280 Finally, once the nexus is proved, it must be shown that on a considera-
tion of the totality of facts and circumstances alleged, a reasonable apprehension 
of bias arises.281 Thus, it is clear that the reasonable suspicion test is unanimously 
accepted in Australia, as had been held in Clenae Pty Ltd v. Australia and New 
Zealand Banking Group Ltd.282

5. United Kingdom

The principle of Nemo Judex zn re Sua found its origin in English 
law.283 In Dimes v. Proprietors of the Grand Junction Canal,284 it was held that this 
principle is not merely a rule against bias but one against the appearance of bias. 
While this case was limited to pecuniary interest, the same was extended to other 
interests in a matter in R v. Sussex Justices285 Unfortunately, the early fervour with 
which the courts dealt with matters of bias was somewhat upset by the decision 
in Gough,286 wherein the Court purported to the effect that actual bias must be 
established for recusal. It was held that even if there is an appearance of bias from 
the perspective of a reasonable observer, if the court is satisfied that no such actual 
bias exists, then there is no need for recusal.287

The standard of real danger that was laid down was subject to sub-
stantial criticism. At the forefront of such criticism was the requirement of the 
European Convention of Human Rights, whereby the only appearance of bias is 
sufficient grounds to challenge a judge.288 This is consistent with national jurispru-
dence discussed herein and also ensures that an onerous burden is not placed on 
any litigant to prove actual bias. The latter is onerous because the evidence neces-
sary to establish actual bias, especially in cases of indirect bias, maybe impossible 
for a litigant to access. Consequently, its production before the court is near impos-
sible. As a result, many petitions for recusal can be easily dispensed with solely 
on procedural grounds. This approach would run contrary to the spirit of a free 
trial and the need for an impartial judiciary. This requirement has been reaffirmed 
many times by the European Court of Human Rights, which has asserted the need 
to dispense with even the appearance of bias.289
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In light of such major criticism, the position was amended in Lawal v. 
Northern Spirit Ltd.290 The new test was articulated in the following manner. The 
matter was to be looked at from the perspective of a fair-minded and reasonable 
observer. If such an observer would conclude that there is a real likelihood of bias, 
then the test would be satisfied.291 The relaxation in standard has been directly 
linked to the need to ensure public faith in the judicial administration of justice.292 
This change in position from the real danger standard to the reasonable suspicion 
standard was well-received and has subsequently been followed in the cases of 
Porter v. Magill,293 and Mengiste v. Endowment Fund for the Rehabilitation of 
Tigray.294

6. Arbitral Institutions

Arbitration is a private adjudicatory mechanism wherein parties 
have the right to choose those who shall hear their dispute.295 However, this does 
not preclude the expectation of a fair adjudication through an impartial third par-
ty.296 Therefore, similar to the process of recusals in the framework of courts, the 
concept of disqualification of an arbitrator has emerged to give effect to the afore-
mentioned right.297 This part of the paper will briefly explore the provisions for dis-
qualification of arbitrators under different Arbitral institutions and rules in order 
to determine the test that has evolved in this regard.

The first ever challenge to an arbitrator under the ICSID Convention 
came in the case of Amco Asia Corpn. v. Republic of Indonesia (‘Amco Asia’).298 
In determining the threshold that must be met to disqualify the challenged arbitra-
tor, the Tribunal required proof of manifest bias.299 Only the existence of justified 
doubt was held not to be sufficient ground for the disqualification of the arbitra-
tor.300 Therefore, the Tribunal seems to have endorsed a standard that is similar to 
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the ‘real danger’ standard that has been evolved in litigation jurisprudence while 
departing from the ‘reasonable suspicion’ test.

The position in Amco Asia, however, was criticised severely in the 
decision in Compañia de Aguas del Aconquija S.A. and Vivendi Universal S.A. v. 
Argentine Republic (‘Vivendi’).301 Here, the Tribunal, held that when upon con-
sideration of the totality of facts, reasonable doubt about the impartiality of an 
arbitrator is made out, the same is sufficient grounds for disqualification.302 This 
standard was further clarified in SGS Société Générale de Surveillance S.A. v. 
Islamic Republic of Pakistan (‘SGS’).303 Here, the Tribunal, in interpreting the 
manifest doubt requirement, stated that when bias can be reasonably inferred from 
the proved facts, this by itself is sufficient.304 There is no requirement, therefore, 
to prove actual bias. Subsequent challenges under the ICSID convention have spo-
radically applied the two aforementioned tests. However, the body of decisions 
that apply the standard in Vivendi and SGS305 should be given deference, owing to 
the underlying policy reasons for challenging an arbitrator.

UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules expressly provide for the disquali-
fication of arbitrators.306 Accordingly, a challenge may be made when there are 
justifiable doubts regarding the arbitrator’s impartiality.307 Justifiable, in this case, 
has been interpreted to mean reasonable from the perspective of an objective third 
party.308

Even within arbitral institutions, deference has been given to the 
need to not only disqualify an arbitrator when there is actual bias, but in all cases 
where there is an appearance of bias. While there still exists conflicting bodies of 
jurisprudence that refer to various tests to determine disqualification, what must 
be kept in mind is that arbitration proceedings, by their very nature, are private 
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adjudications that the parties themselves opt for. While it is important to ensure 
that arbitrators are impartial and free from bias, they do not serve the same func-
tion that the institution of the judiciary does.

B. ANALYSIS OF THE SHIFTING TRENDS IN INTERNATIONAL 
JURISPRUDENCE

The primary reason for the shift in the standard in recusal is that 
of a need to ensure that justice is seen to be done. This is articulated in different 
manners in the jurisdictions surveyed. For example, in the USA, this came in the 
form of the due process doctrine that is enshrined in the American Constitution. 
In Caperton, the majority opinion noted that a judge’s self-assessment of the need 
for recusal, and the interlinked real danger test, is merely a part of the analysis that 
is involved in coming to a finding of recusal.309 However, the evolution of the due 
process doctrine in the USA necessitated a more holistic approach to the issue of 
recusal. This is grounded in the principles of natural justice, which require that no 
man shall be a judge in his own case. The full effect of this principle, when read in 
the context of the due process requirement, required a shift to an objective consid-
eration.310 This led to the adoption of the apprehension of bias test. Similarly, these 
reasons also exist in the Indian jurisprudence, where such a shift is also warranted 
considering the ‘due process’ and ‘fair trial’ requirement, enshrined in Article 21 
of the Constitution. Hence, the incorporation of the ‘reasonable suspicion’ test 
would alleviate the concerns regarding self-adjudication and ensure compliance 
with the intrinsic principles of natural justice.

Moreover, in several jurisdictions like South Africa, there has been a 
steady inclination towards the apprehension of bias test from the beginning, unlike 
India. Such a standard highlights the strictest doctrinal approach to the matter, as 
is evident from the complete lack of a subjective enquiry in determining the merits 
of a motion for recusal. This is because of the manner in which the test has been 
understood. It is clear that the focus of such an approach is not on the integrity 
of the judicial actors themselves but on the larger requirement of upholding an 
unquestionable sense of propriety with regard to the Judicial Institution. This was 
reflected perhaps most explicitly when the court held that the test of recusal must 
not cast an inappropriately high burden as the matter of prime importance was to 
ensure that that the sanctity of the institution was maintained.311 We aim to embed 
this very reasoning and logic in the Indian jurisprudence, where the ‘reasonable 
suspicion’ test would ensure that fairness and justice are the ultimate objectives 
of an adjudication process. The judges in the Indian Courts have refused to move 
away from the ‘real danger’ test, citing concerns of false allegations, bench hunting 
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et al. Through this analysis, we seek to view judicial recusal through the lens of the 
common people and the litigants. Thus, we highlight the need to shift our priorities 
from an ‘actor based model’ to a ‘process-based paradigm’ in the Indian jurispru-
dence. It is imperative that the Courts understand that the sole objective of judicial 
disqualification is not to cast aspersions on their integrity but rather to question the 
institutional mechanisms which perpetrate a sense of bias. The emphasis of rec-
usal is thus, not to be concentrated on the actions of the adjudicator, but question 
the adjudication process in order to actualise the right to a ‘fair’ trial.

On the other hand, countries like Australia, which had to deal with 
its colonial legacy, it addressed the question of what is to be the proper test for rec-
usal. For a period of time, there had been conflicting views regarding the nature of 
the test, as a Privy Council decision operative in Australia espoused the real danger 
test,312 while judgements by Australian Courts themselves were in favour of test 
of reasonable apprehension of bias.313 This came to be settled in the later decisions 
of Australian Courts, which unequivocally endorsed the latter test.314 This was 
done on the sound doctrinal analysis that the question of impartiality itself is not 
at the fore of the enquiry. Recusal in cases where such bias may exist is crucial to 
maintaining the confidence of the masses.315 Essentially, the shift to a ‘reasonable 
suspicion’ model was done to maintain and preserve the confidence of the public 
in the judiciary. We similarly advocate for a shift to the ‘reasonable suspicion’ test 
in the Indian context since the confidence of the people in the judicial institution 
is directly proportionate to the maintenance of the rule of law. It is imperative that 
the judges ensure that every litigant appearing before the court, is assured that not 
only will they receive an equitable remedy but also achieve it through a fair and 
unbiased adjudication process. If the institution fails in doing so, the people would 
be apprehensive in approaching the court in the first place, leading to a prevalence 
of ‘mobocracy’. The incorporation of the suspicion standard ensures that the ‘ap-
pearance of justice’ is preserved, leading to the maintenance of faith in the judicial 
mechanisms. Hence, we believe that the supplanting of the suspicion test in the 
Indian framework would go a long way in fuelling the confidence of the common 
people and litigants in the judiciary.

It is clear that in all the jurisdictions surveyed, the broad underly-
ing shift in principle has been consistent. This shift in principle recognises that 
proving actual bias is a futile inquiry which requires evidence pertaining to the 
state of mind of the judge, which is generally impossible to obtain. Instead, a more 
sensible approach has been adopted in the form of the reasonable apprehension of 
bias test.
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The grounds for recusal as enumerated in Caperton are indicative of 
a positive trend wherein the preservation of the reputation of the judiciary cannot 
outweigh the need for apparent justice. The ground of indirect pecuniary interest 
ensures that there is no possibility that financial incentives can come in the way 
of justice delivery. Similarly, the previously delivered opinion of a judge can raise 
reasonably strong claims regarding the predisposition of the judge. Therefore, its 
inclusion as an objective ground for recusal only reaffirms the people’s faith in the 
justice delivery mechanism. This has been taken forward in Australia, which states 
that the direct or indirect association with a litigant and the possession of specific 
information pertaining to the case on the part of the judge are further grounds for 
recusal. These are logical extensions of the reasonable apprehension principle and 
provide insight into the manner in which the doctrine is to be interpreted.

Unlike arbitral tribunals which have limited jurisdiction of mostly a 
private nature, the judiciary serves an imperative public function. In most cases, 
the latter is a body that derives its legitimacy from the Constitution of the coun-
try, and therefore preserving public confidence in the functioning of the judiciary 
serves a larger function within the political organisation of a nation-state. Opposed 
to this, an arbitral tribunal does not have to discharge the burden of maintaining 
checks and balances, and in most cases, does not have to discharge public func-
tions. This crucial distinction must be kept in mind while analysing tests for dis-
qualification of arbitrators, as the same does not have an equivalent impact on the 
functioning of a nation. However, notwithstanding this distinction, it is clear from 
the prior analysis that even within institutional arbitration models, there is a steady 
stream of jurisprudence that advocates for a reasonable apprehension of bias test.

Therefore, it is clear that the reasonable suspicion test has been uni-
formly adopted in most major common law jurisdictions and even in Arbitral 
Institutions.

Notwithstanding the differences in semantics and terminology, the 
basis for the test remains the same across the countries that have been examined. 
Therefore, the common principles that arise from the various jurisdictions is that 
the test for recusal invariably contains an objective element. It must be determined 
from the perspective of the party alleging the bias. As long as there are reason-
able grounds in order for an apprehension of bias to arise, a judge, as a matter of 
judicial propriety, must recuse herself from the matter. It is clear from this part that 
this shift, far from eroding public faith in the judiciary, strengthens the delivery of 
justice. Such an approach is greatly beneficial both for the litigants as well as the 
Courts, as it strengthens the foundation of the justice delivery mechanism. In light 
of such merits, this paper strongly advocates the adoption of a similar test in India.
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VII. CONCLUSION

While there are several reasons for adopting the ‘reasonable suspi-
cion’ test and moving away from the model of self-recusal, the absence of any 
overarching legislation poses a serious hurdle in a smooth transition. With every 
recusal petition being heard by the judiciary, the impossibility to measure and 
the amount of discretion increases manifold. The self-evolving jurisprudence on 
recusal and judicial disqualification has not been consistent. This inconsistency 
has allowed the court to mould the parameters according to their convenience. 
Additionally, the inherent structures of a court showcase an underlying need to 
challenge the bias and impartiality of the judge at every step of the adjudication 
process.

It is true that the concerns of the judiciary are legitimate, and there 
exists a need to prevent the absolute misuse of this principle. However, using ar-
chaic tests and standards to justify them and disregard the principles of natural 
justice has been quite unfortunate. Moreover, adopting a test that makes it difficult 
for a litigant to challenge the potential bias of a judge makes the entire process ap-
pear impartial and skewed in favour of the powerful. It is imperative to note that 
courts have evolved these standards in ignorance of the constitutional right of fair 
trial and justice of the litigant appearing before them. As has been highlighted in 
the paper, the criticisms against the adoption of the ‘reasonable suspicion’ test can 
be easily rebutted. Additionally, immense benefits are accrued after the adoption 
of this standard.

Another issue that strikes right at the violation of the principles of 
natural justice is the issue of self-adjudication by a judge on the question of their 
recusal. Moreover, there is an absolute bar on any other judge on the bench to 
adjudicate the same, and consequently, even if such an order is passed, it is not 
binding on the alleged judge. Through the course of this paper, we highlight the 
glaring problems with the current framework and urge the reconsideration of the 
usage of the ‘real danger’ position, as it is antithetical to all procedures of fairness 
and equity.

With the baton of justice lying with courts, we propose the incul-
cation of the ‘reasonable suspicion’ test which balances the interests of all the 
stakeholders in a decision making process. A comparative analysis with several 
countries and institutions highlights the global overview of the adoption of similar 
tests in their respective jurisprudence imploring India to adopt a similar param-
eter of recusal. Through this paper, we express hope and optimism that the above 
standards would be adopted to prevent the miscarriage of justice.


